
MODULAR BREATHER VALVES 
WITH INTEGRATED FLAME ARRESTER TORNADO TYPE



THE BEST SOLUTION FOR YOUR SAFETY
The breather valves are a safety devices developed to prevent un-allowable high and low
pressure on vessels and process systems; the MODULAR valve design created by INNOVA
provide the best solution to achieve flow performance, high tightness but with a
compact and light design.
The integrated flame arrester add the protection against flame transmission in case of
flammable media; the patented "TORNADO“ design, based on a reed pack instead of the
traditional CMR, offer the best solution with less pressure drop and without clogging
problems.

All measurements are expressed in mm (international metric system S.I.), the
dimensions may vary for different reasons, for greater dimensional accuracy ask for the
detailed drawing of the selected product.

MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

DN25/1" DN50/2" DN80/3" DN100/4" DN150/6" DN200/8" DN250/10" DN300/12"

L1 / 285 390 470 550 650 760 870

H1 344 445 595 720 945 1100 1305 1430

B1 182 226 292 342 439 510 608 658



TECHNOLOGY OF BREATHER VALVE 
WITH FLAME ARRESTER 

VIEW-B
The INNOVA "swivel joint" remove all
parallelism defects between seat and pallet
giving the best tightness solution. As result, both
in case of weight or spring solution, the valve set
is extremely accurate.

VIEW-C
The TORNADO technology based on a reed pack
prevents the media from sticking and therefore
reduce drastically pressure drop problems and
maintenance. The solid construction give more
durability and improve the safety .

VIEW-D
The rainproof is the designed to protect the
flame arrester in any weather condition. The
strong but light design help the maintenance
operations.

VIEW-E
O-rings are sealing each housing part giving the
possibility to open and reclose the valve for
inspection without need to replace them.

VIEW-F
The housing are fabricated from metal sheets
providing the highest quality material with less

weight.

A NEW MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Starting from the metal sheet, the material is pressed and
deformed to get the required shape; the parts are welded
together and machined with special systems to achieve a
perfect body; the result is a very light but high pressure
resistance housing. The raw materials come from Europe and
we are the only one providing a 100% Italian manufacturing.




